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This invention relates generally to an electrical control 
‘station for“ controlling "electrical apparatus.’ More par 
ticularly the inventionrelates to‘ a convertible control 
"station comprisingat least one magnetically-operable 
'swit'chwith accornpar'iyingv magnetic means for actuating 
the ‘contacts of'the switches in' a normally-open or nor 
mally-closed position according to the proximity of the 
magnetic means in‘rel'a‘tionship to the contacts of the 
‘switches. An embodiment'ofthe control station com 
prises means for "presetting the, position of the magnetic 
actuating means ‘so' ‘thafeach' switch may be actuated in 
either a normally-open or'norrnally-clo'se‘d position inde 
pendent of'theTOpe‘ration of the other switches, thereby 
making" the control ‘stationiconvertible between various 
manners of operation.“ The controlvstation further in 
cludesmeans “whereby upon operation of an operator 
inech‘anis‘min the control ‘station the position of the mag 
netic actuating means changes‘s‘uchthat the contact rela 
tionship of each switch changes. ' ' 
A control, station 'will‘be' hereinvunderstood to be a 

device containing 'a mechanism interlinked mechanically, 
electrically ‘or electro-mechanically to the electrical con 
tacts of'a single switch or a plurality of switches within 
the, station? ‘The relationship of the switch contacts re~ 
'sponds to operation of an operator mechanism. The elec 
tric'al contact response to the) operator mechanism, in turn, 
controls ‘tlie'electri‘cal energization of various electrical 
devices'connected to the switches. Depending on the 
speci?c application of the control station thenorrnal posi 
tion of’theiswitch contacts may be closed or open. If the 
normal position of ' the ‘ contacts are closed, electrical 
energy is‘ permitted to pass through the‘ switch until a 
response signal'is received from the operator mechanism 
at’ which time the contacts’ open, thereby'preventing ‘fur 
ther passage of electrical‘ current through the switch. If 
the normal position of the switch contacts is open, elec 
trical' en'eigy'is blocked from‘pa'ssage through the switch 
until‘ a response signal is received from the operator 
mechanism "at whichv time the contacts close thereby per 
mitting'pa‘ssage of electrical current. 

In the electronic ‘control’ ?eld; there is need for a com 
pact, highly reliable, precision electrical control station 
unit having a single electrical switch or a plurality of 
switches and which is convertible in the sense that the 
contact relationship of each switch may be alternatively 
preset to either a normally-open or normally-closed rela 
tionship. ‘ It'rnay also'be desirable that the control station 
include means wherein 'the' preset 'norrnal contact rela 
tionship of'each' switch can be converted "independent of 
the contact relationship of. the other switches. To fur 
ther increase the versatility of 'the'control station it may 
be desirableithat the change be made iwhile'the terminals 
of the control‘ station are connected in the' circuit without 
requiring disconnectionof the wiring leads connected to 
theswitch terminals. Applications for'this ty-pe‘controi 
center include use in connection with shift registers, 
numerical controls and‘ control centers, within the labora 
tory and industry. It is an object of this invention to 
provide a. control station whichmeets these needs. 

Also, frequently a control center is called upon for 
operation in ‘a contaminated atmosphere containing dirt, 
dust, explosive and/or, corrosive vapors. During recent 
years, hermetically-sealed, magneticallyroperable switches, 
for example the dry reed switch, have been'prominently 
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2. 
used in switching applications requiring long mechanical 
life, and freedom of contact failure whether applied in 
the laboratory where the atmosphere is relatively free of 
foreign particles, or in foundries where the atmosphere 
contains foreign particles which would otherwise interfere 
with proper contact operation. The present invention 
provides a control station which may incorporate a single 
or plurality of such hermetically-sealed, magnetically 
operable switches in a control station. 
The magnetic means as called for by this invention to 

operate the switches is positioned about the switches and 
is interlinked ‘with the operator mechanism within the 
control station. The magnetic means has su?icient ?ux 
such that when it is placed about the external'surface of 
the switch and proximate to the switch contacts the switch 
contacts are biased in a closed relationship. At the same 
time, when the magnetic means iseffectively removed from 
the proximity of the contacts to an inactiveposition, the 
magnetic flux does not create sufficient force on the 
contacts to hold them closed and the contacts assume an 
open relationship. ’ ' 

The control station of this invention includes means 
for alternatively presetting the position of the magnetic 
means in either position such that the‘ switches may. be 
operated from either a normally-open or normally-closed 
relationship. The position of the magnetic means. may 
be externally converted from the preset position to the 
other position. This invention further provides a con. 
trol station wherein the relationship of the magnetic means 
and each switch is independent such that if. a plurality of 
switches are incorporated, each switch may ‘be preset in 
1a normally-open or a n-ormallyclosed operating position 
independent of the operation of the contacts of the other 
switches. For example, if four switches‘ are used all four 
may be preset and operated from either the. normally 
open or normally-closed position, two preset and oper 
ated from one normal positionv and two from theother 
normal position, or three preset and operated from one 
position and the fourth from the. other position. Assum 
ing‘that the operator mechanism is of the push-button 
type, the relationship of themagnetic means and the con. 
tacts of each switch concurrently respond to manualopera 
tion of the push-button, thereby effecting actuation of 
each switch. The switches preset normally-open assume 
a closed position by changing the. relationship of themag 
netic means and contacts from theinactive to-the biased 
position. The switches preset normally-closed. assume 
an open position by changing the relationship of the mag 
netic means and contacts from the~ biased tothe, inactive 
position. Upon release of the push-button, the relation 
ship of the magnetic means and switch contacts returns to 
the original position. 
The foregoingprinciples and objects of. thepresent in. 

vention will appear in the description to follow. In the 
description, reference is made to the accompanying draw 
ings which form a. part hereof and inwhich there isshown 
by way of illustration a speci?c embodiment in which this 
invention may be practiced. This embodiment will be 
described in su?icient detail to enable those skilled in the 
art to practice this invention, but it is to be understood 
that other embodiments of the invention may be used'and 
that changes may be made in the body of the invention 
without deviation from the scope of the invention. Con 
sequently, the following detailed description is not to be 
taken in a limiting sense; instead, the scope of the present 
invention is best de?ned by the appended claims. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a push-button control 

station incorporating the principles of this invention and 
shown mounted on a panel segment. FIG. 1 shows the 
external features of the control station and illustrates the 
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means for presetting each switch in either a normally~open 
or normally-closed position. 

FIG. 2 is a sectional view of the control station of FIG. 
'1 taken ‘along the plane 2—2 of FIG. 1 and illustrating 
the engagement of the pusl1~rod interlink and the carriers 
carrying the magnetic means for actuating the contacts 
of the switches of the control station. 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view of the control station of FIG. 

1 taken along the plane 3-—3 of FIG. 1 and illustrating 
the relationship between the push-button operator, the 
pushrod interlink, the magnetic actuating means, and two 
switches of the control station one switch being preset 
normally-open and the other switch normally-closed. 

FIG. 4 illustrates in perspective a push-rod interlink 
mechanism for engaging the push-button operator and the 
carrier carrying the magnetic biasing means of the con 
trol station shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. Sillustrates in perspective and in section a tor 

roidal-shaped carrier for engaging the push-rod interlink 
of FIG. 4 and carrying a permanent magnet for actuating 
the switch contacts. 
The control station shown in the drawings and illus 

trating the principles of the present invention is referred 
to by the general reference character 1. The control sta 
‘tion 1 is shown mounted on a panel segment 2. The con 
trol station which, may include any one of numerous 
actuator mechanisms, is shown herein as incorporating 
a push-button operator mechanism. As best illustrated 
in FIG. 3, the push-button mechanism includes a push 
button 3 supported by a biasing spring member 4 mounted 
about a button shank 5. The push-button 3, the spring 4, 
and the shank 5 are supported ‘by a mounting block 6. 
The mounting block 6 supports a ferrule 7 which in turn 
carries a locking ring 3. Between the panel segment 2 
and the locking ring 8 is a spacer 9. On the other side 
of the enclosure segment 2 is a plurality of washers desig 
nated by the numeral 10, which may be utilized to insure 
proper engagement between the control station 1 and the 
panel 2. 
The control station 1 may include a single or a plurality 

of hermetically-sealed, magnetically-operable switches. 
In the illustration herein the control station 1 is shown 
as incorporating four glass-enclosed, hermetically-sealed, 
magnetically-operable switches in the form of dry reed 

13 and 14. FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional 
view of the control station of FIG. 1 taken along the line 
3—3 illustrating in detail the dry reed switches 11 and 12. 
The reed switch \11 has a pair of reeds 16 and 17, and the 
reed switch 12 has a pair of reeds 13 and 19. The reeds 
16 and 17 each have a contact 20 and 21 respectively, at 
its terminus and overlapped relative to one another. Like 
wise, the reeds 18 and 19 each carry’overlapped contacts 
22 and 23 respectively. The reeds 16 and 17 each have a 
terminal portion 25 and 26 respectively extending exterior 
ily of the switch 11. The terminal 26 is electrically con 
nected to a screw type terminal 27, and the terminal 25 
is connected through a jumper wire 23 to a screw terminal 
29 adjacent to the screw terminal 27. The reeds 13 and 
19 each terminate in a terminal 30 and 31 respectively. 
The terminal 31 is connected to a screw terminal 32, and 
the terminal 30 is connected to jumper wire 33, to a 
screw-type terminal 34, adjacent to and in between the 
terminals 29 and 32. 

Circurnjacent to each of the reed switches 11, 12, 13 
and 14 is a slidable and rotatable operating magnetic car 
rier 36, 3'7, 38 and 39 respectively, as shown in FIGS. 2 
and 3. In FIG. '3 the carrier 36 is shown in whole and 
the carrier 3'7 in sectional. The carriers 36, 3'7, 33 and 

' "39 are~identical in structure and, as shown herein, each 
is molded from a plastic material. There are numerous 
commercially available plastic materials which are suit 
able. For a clearer understanding of the structure of the 
carriers 36, 37, 38 and 39, the carrier 37 is shown in 
detail in FIG, 5 With a section of the external surface 
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broken away. The carriers 36, 37, 38 and 39 each 
carry a torroidal permanent magnet which is illustrated 
by the magnet 40 of the carrier 37. The torroidal mag 
nets are secured in place to the carriers by cementing or 
other means to insure permanency of the attachment. 
The magnets within the carriers must have su?icient 
magnetic ?ux such that when each carrier is placed 
circumjacent to a reed switch and proximate to the con 
tacts of the reed switch the magnetomotive force will be 
suf?cient to overcome the restoring force of the cantilever 
supported reeds, thereby biasing the switch contacts in a 
closed relationship. At the same time, the magnet ?ux 
must be such that when the magnet is effectively moved 
away from the switch contacts, the restoring force of the 
reeds will overcome the force produced by the magnet 
?ux, thereby permitting the contacts to assume an open 
relationship. This will be hereinafter referred to as the 
inactive position. In FIG. 3 the carrier 37 is shown 
in sectional and carrying the magnet 40. The carrier 
37 is positioned such that the magnet 40 biases the con 
tacts 22 and 23 in closed relationship so that there is a 
complete circuit between the screw terminals 32 and 34. 
At the same time, FIG. 3 illustrates the carrier 36 in 
whole and in an inactive position away from the contacts 
20 and 21 of the reeds 16 and 17 of the reed switch 11. 
The magnet carried within the carrier 36 is eifectively re 
moved from the switch contacts 20 and 21 such that the 
?ux force is not sut?cient to hold the contacts 20 and 21 
in a closed position and there exists an open circuit be 
tween the screw terminals 27 and 29. ' 
From the illustration in FIG. 5 of the carrier 37 it shall 

be noted that the top surface of carrier 37 has two levels. 
One level of the carrier 37 is designated by the numeral 
41 and the second level is designated by the numeral 42, 
both being joined by means of an intermediate incline 
cam surface 43. Each of the carriers 36, 37, 38 and 
39 are constructed in a similar manner, and have two 
levels at the top ends thereof. It should also be noted in 
FIG. 3 that each of the carriers 36 and 37 are supported 
by a helical biasing return spring 44 and 45 respectively, 
circumjacent to the reed switches 11 and 12. Though 
not shown in detail herein, the carriers 38 and 39 are 
supported by similar biasing springs. An added feature 
of the return springs is that they have a shielding‘ etfect 
thereby making the switches less susceptive to the in?u 
ence of stray magnetic ?elds. 

Also engaging each of the carriers 36, 37, 38 and 39 
is a push-rod interlink. The carriers 36 and 37 are en 
gaged by a push-rod interlink 46 and the carriers 38 and 
39 by a push-rod interlink 47 (see FIGS. 2 and 3). The 
structure of the interlinks 46 and 47 is identical, and for 
a detailed illustration the interlink 46 is shown in per 
spective in FIG. 4. Each interlink 46 and 47 carries a 
pair of ears 48, 49 and 50, 51 respectively, which engage 
the upper surfaces of the biasing magnet carriers 36, 37, 
33 and 39. The interlink 46 has a top surface 52 which 
as shown in FIG. 3 engages the button shank 5. The 
ears 48 and 49 of push-rod interlink 46 engage the magnet 
carriers 36 and 37 and are formed to ride upon respec 
tive cam surface 43. The car 48 is shown engaging the 
upper level surface 41 of the carrier 37. At the same 
time the ear 49 is shown engaging the lower level surface 
of the carrier 36. It shall be noted that the illustrated 
position of the carrier 37 permits the magnet 40 to be 
in the biasing position proximate to the contacts 22 and 23? 
of the reed switch 12. Also, by engaging the push-rod 
interlink 46 at its lower level surface, the carrier 36 car~ 
ries its magnetic material e?’ectively away from the con-~ 
tacts 20 and 21 of the reed switch 11 to an inactive 
position such that the contacts 20 and 21 assume an open 
position. Thus, as shown in FIG. 3, there exists a closed; 
electrical circuit between the terminal contacts 32 and 
34, and an open electrical circuit between the terminal; 
contacts 27 and 29, ‘ ~ 
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The engagement between the push-button shankIS and 
the push-rod interlinks 46 and 47 sets the maximum dis 
tance the iuterlinks 46 and 47 can travel away from the 
switch contacts toward the push-button 3. Thus, as shown 
in FIG. 3, the push-rod interlink 46 is shown in its up 
permost position. At the same time, the engagement of 
the ears 48 and 49 with the carriers 36 and 37, respective 
ly, determines the uppermost position of the travel of the 
carriers 36/and 37 which are biased towards the interlink 
46by the springs 44 and 45. As shown in FIG. 3, by en 10 
gaging its lower surface with ear__49 of the interlink ~46, ' 
the ‘carrier 36 is permitted to travel in a more uppermost 
position than the carrier 37 which engages the ear 48 of 
the interlink 46 at the upper surface 471. It shall be 
noted that the difference in height between the upper and 
lower levels of the carriers is such that when the interlink 
engages the lower level of a respective carrier, the mag 
net within the carrier is in an inactive position e?iec 
tively removed from the contacts of‘the adjacent switch. 
However, when the interlink engages the upper 163/51 of a 
carrier 36 or 37, the magnet within the carrier is in a 
biasing position proximate to the contacts of the adjacent 
switch. 
Now assuming that it is desirable to switch the con 

tact relationship of the switches within the control sta 
tion 1 from their preset normal position, pressure is‘ 
applied to the push-button 3 causing the shank 5 to move 
against the push-rod interl-inks 46 and 47. Viewing FIG. 
3, the push-rod interlink 46 in turn moves against the 
carriers 36 and 37. The carrier 36, in turn, moves to 
Ward the contacts 20 and 21 of the reed switch 11, and 
the carrier 37 moves past and away from the contacts 
22 and 23 of the reed switch 12. When the push-button 
3 is moved in its farthest downward direction, the car 
riers 36 and 37 each assume a new position shown by .. 
‘the broken lines 53 and 54 respectively. ‘ At the positions 
53 and 54 the magnets within the carriers 36 and 37 
cause the contacts of ‘the reed switches 11 and '12 to 
assume a new relationship. The carrier 36'is in a bias 
ing position causing the contacts 20 and 21 to close, 
and the carrier 37 is effectively removed from the con 
tacts 22 and 23 and in an inactive position’ causing the 
contacts 22 and 23 to open. Upon releasing the pres 
sure applied to the push-button 3, the bias return springs 
44 and 45 exert a force on the carriers 36 and 37 caus 
ing the carriers to assume their norm-a1 posit-ion there 
by permitting the contacts 20 and 21 of the reed switch 
11 to open and the contacts 22 and 23 of the reed switch 
to close. ' 

It may be noted that in the embodiment illustrated here 
in the push-trod interlinks 46 and 47 must slide between 
the lowermost position when the push-button 3 is de 
pressed, and the uppermost position when the push-button 
3 is. released. The sliding action of the push-rod inter 
link 46 is assured by the action of a pair of legs 55 and 
56 ‘of the interlink 46 acting within a pair of slots 57 
and 58 of an insulated mounting block 59 which slots 
are slightly larger in cross-sectional area than the legs 
to readily accommodate the legs 55 and 56. The ma 
terial making up the mounting base 59 is not critical. 
However for ease in production, a molding insulating 
material is recommended. Also, though not shown by 
the drawings herein the push-rod interlink 47, which as 
previously mentioned is identical to the push-rod inter 
link 46, acts within a pair ‘of slots within the block 59. 
Thus, when the push-button 3 is depressed, both interlinks 
46 ‘and 47 respond which in turn results in simultaneous 
response of the magnet carriers 36, 37, 33 and 39. 
The reed switches 11, 12, ‘13 and 14' with their re 

spective associated terminals and’ magnet carriers are 
mounted in pairswithin an insulated mounting structure. 
The reed switches 11v and 12 are mounted within a 
mounting structure designated by the general reference 
character 60 and the switches 13 and 14 within a mount 
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6 
ring structure designated by the general reference char 
acter 61. The composition of the structures 60 and 61 
is not critical and may be of the same material as the 
supporting structure 59. The mounting structures 60 
and 61 are identical in structure, attachable to the block 
59 and provide an outer shell for the control station 1. 
In FIG. 3 the reed switch 11 is shown attached to the 
mounting structure 60 by means of the terminals 25 and 
26 which are embedded‘ within the structure. Likewise 
the terminals 30 and 31 are embedded within the struc 
ture 60 thereby supporting the reed switch‘ 12. The 
mounting structures 60 and 61, are attached to either 
side of the mounting board 5-9. The mounting structures 
60 and 651 carry a plurality of insulating barriers between 
the screw terminals to assure insulation between the screw 
terminals. In’ FIGS. 1 and 3 the mounting structure 
60 is provided with barriers 62, '63, 64, '65, and 66 be 
tween the screw terminals 27, 29, 32 and 34, and the 
structure 61 provides barriers 67, 68,69, 70'and 71 be 
tween its associated screw terminals. In FIG. 1,' the 
mounting structure 60 is shown attached to the mount 
ing board ‘59 by means of a pair of screws 72 and 73. 
As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 3, each of the mount 

ing structures 60 and 61 possess a keyway adjacent to 
a reed switch. In FIG. 1 the mounting structure 60 is 
shown carrying a’pair of U-shaped keyways 74 and 75 
located at opposite corners thereof. 'Each of the U 
shaped keyways 74 and 75 has a pair of legs of unequal 
length. The keyway 75 ‘has a short leg 76 and a longer 
"leg 77, with the short leg 76 designated NC (Normally 
Closed) and the long leg‘ 77 designated NO (Normally 
Open). Joining the legs 76 and 77 is a bail portion 78 
of the U-shaped keyway 75. Also, it may be noted 
that the keyway 74 has a long leg 79 designated NO and 
a short leg 86 (shown in sectional in FIG. 3,. and. hidden 
from view in FIG. 1). Joining the legs 79 and 811 is 
a bail portion 81 of the U-shaped keyway 74. FIG. 1 
shows a short leg 82 of a keyway 83 accompanying the 
reed switch 13. 'The leg 82 is designated NC. The key 
way 83 also has a long leg which is hidden from view. 
The mounting structure 61 also has a keyway accom 
modating the reed switch 14 so that each reed switch 
within the control stat-ion 1 has an associated keyway. 

Referring back to FIG. 5 it shall be noted that the 
magnet carrier 37 as shown. herein has a key 84 in the 
form of a laterally-extending projection. In FIGS- 1, 2, 
and 3. the key 8.4‘ is shown positioned within the short leg 
80 of U-sha-ped keyway 74, thereby receiving the carrier 
37 in a biasing position and biasing, the contacts 2-2 and 
23 of thev reed switch 12 in the normally-closed condition, 
as heretofore described. 
At the same time, the carrier ‘36 is shown carrying a 

key 85 in the form of a laterally extending projection 
similar to the key 84. The key 85 is shown positioned 
within the long leg 77' of the U-shaped keyway 75 there 
by placing the carrier 36 in an inactive position permitting 
tlie'contacts 20 and 21 of the reed switch 11 to assume a 
normally-open relationship. 

It shall be further noticed in FIG. 2 that‘each of the 
carriers 38 and 39 carry keys 86 and‘ 87 respectively, 
similar to the key 84. The keys 86 and 87 engage key 
ways in a manner similar to the U-shaped keyways 74 
and ‘75. The combination of the keys of the magnet car 
riers associated with the U-shaped keyways as'described, 
provides means whereby each switch may be alternative 
ly preset in either a normally-open or normally-closed 
position merely by manually changing the keys. andposi 
tioning them within the properly ‘designated leg of the 
associated keyway. The U-shaped keyways are con 
structed such that when the key of a magnet carrier en 
gaged the short leg, the associated switch is biased in a 
normally-closed relationship and when the key engages 
the longest leg the magnet is inactive and the associated 
switch assumes a normally-open relationship. The bail 
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portion of each keyway provides a connecting means be 
tween the two legs which may be transversed by a key. 
For'example, as shown in FIG. 1, the key 75 may be 
manually set in either the key leg 76 or 77, depending upon 
whether the speci?c application calls for a normally-open 
or a normally-closed contact relationship between the 
contacts 22'and 2301:‘ the reed switch 11. At the same 
time, regardless of the initial setting of the key 85, the 
position of the key 85 can be converted from one position 
to the other merely by sliding the key 85 within the key 
way‘ 75 from'one leg to the other. This change may be 
made while external apparatus remains connected across _ 
the screw-terminals of the control station 1 and without 
inte-rferring with any of the other switches within the 
control assembly. Furthermore, each of the keys 84, 85, 
86 and 87 are independently operated, so that the normal 
biasiposition ‘of each of the switches 11, 12, 13 and 14 
can be ‘made and interchanged at any time regardless of 
the bias on the remainder of the switches within the con 
trol station, 
From the foregoing, though it is not intended that the 

present invention be limited to hermetically-sealed 
switches, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art 
that by utilizing hermetically-sealed switches, the present 
invention provides a control station which may be utilized 
in highly contaminated areas without fear of the switches 
failing to make electrical contact due to dust, dirt, oxi 
dation, or corrosion, Nor is there danger of hydrocar 
bons condensing on the contacts and causing a high re 
sistance or contact failure. The control station may be 
used in hazardous atmospheres containing either explosive 
‘gases or in?ammable dust without fear that the arcs 
formed upon contact opening will ignite the surrounding 
atmosphere 

I claim: 
-1. An electrical control station comprising‘ 
a supporting structure; 
a magnetically-operable electrical switch supported by 

said structure, said switch having contacts movable 
relative to one another responsive to the proximity 
of a magnet; ’ 

a magnet establishing a ?ux acting on said switch, said 
magnet movable within said structure between a bias 
ing position where the magnet actuates the contacts 
to closed circuit relationship and an inactive position 
effectively removed from the contacts where the mag 
net permits the contacts to be actuated to open cir 
cuit relationship; Y ' 

» convertible means for alternatively presetting said mag 
net in either the biasing or inactive position; and 

push-button operating means engaging said magnet for 
moving said magnet from a preset position to the 
other of said positions. ' 

2. An electrical control station comprising 
a supporting structure; ‘ 
a magnetically-operable electrical switch supported by 

said structure, said switch‘having contacts movable 
relative to one another responsive to the proximity 
of a magnet; 

a magnet establishing a ?ux acting on said switch, said 
‘ magnet movable within said structure between a 

?rst inactive position, a biasing position and a sec 
ond inactive position, said biasing position placing 
the magnet proximate to the switch contacts actuat 
ing the contacts to closed circuit relationship, said 
first and second inactive positions placing the magnet 
-in‘a position effectively removed from the switch 
contacts where the magnet permits the contacts to 
‘be actuated to open circuit relationship, said ?rst 

' and second inactive positions being on opposite 
sides of said biasing position; , 

convertible means for alternatively presetting said 
magnet in either the ?rst inactive or the biasing 
position; 
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and push-button operating means engaging said magnet 
for moving said magnet from a preset position to 
another of said positions. 

3. An electrical control station comprising 
a supporting structure; 
a plurality of magnetically-operable electrical switches 

supported by said supporting structure, each switch 
having contacts movable relative to one another 
responsive to the proximity of a magnetic ?eld; 

magnetic means movable with relationship to said 
switches and having a magnetic strength su?icient to 
close the contacts of said switches when said mag 
netic means is positioned about the external surface 
ofyhsaid switches and in operating proximity of the 
contacts, the relationship of said switches and said 
magnetic means being movable within said structure 
between a biasing position where the magnet actuates 
the contacts to a closed circuit relationship and an 
inactive position effectively removed from the con 
tacts where the magnet permits the contacts to be 
actuated to open circuit relationship; 

means to independently preset the relationship of each 
of said switches and said magnetic means in either 
the biasing or inactive position; and 

operating means engaging said magnetic means for 
changing the relationship of said magnetic means 
and said switches from the preset position to the 
other of said positions; whereby upon operation of 
the operating means the switches having contacts 
biased in a closed circuit relationship may assume 
an open circuit relationship and the contacts actuated 
to open relationship are ‘biased in a closed circuit 
relationship. 

4. An electrical control station comprising 
a supporting structure; 
a plurality of hermetically sealed, magnetically-opera 

ble electrical switches supported by the structure; 
an associated magnet for each of said switches, said 

magnets separated so that each magnet is operative ' 
only with respect to its associated switch, said 
magnets movable within said structure between a 
biasing position where the magnet actuates the con 

, tacts of the associated switch to a closed circuit 
relationship and an inactive position effectively re 
moved from the contacts of the associated switch 
where the magnetpermits the contacts to be actuated 
to open circuit relationship; , , 

means for alternatively presetting each of said magnets 
in either _a biasing or inactive position; and 

‘operating means engaging said magnets for moving 
each of said magnets from a preset position to the 
other of said positions. 

5. An electrical control station in accordance with 
claim 4 in which the means for presetting said, magnets 
comprises a keyed carrier for each of said magnets and 
an associated keyway de?ned ‘by said supporting structure 
for each of said carriers, said keyways guiding the move 
ment of said carriers and having stops to alternatively 
preset said carriers in the biasing or inactive" positions. 

6. An electrical control station comprising 
a supporting structure; , _ _ 

a plurality of hermetically-sealed, magnetically-opera 
!ble electrical switches supported by said structure, 
said switches having contacts movable relative to one 
another and responsive to the proximity of a magnet; 

an associated magnet adjacent each of said switches, 
said magnets separated so that each magnet is opera 
tlve only with respect to its associated switch, said 
magnets slidable coaxially with its associated switch 
between a ?rst inactive position, a biasing position 
and a second inactive position, said biasing position 
positioning the magnet proximate to the switch con 
tacts actuating the contacts to closed circuit ‘rela 
tionship, said ?rst and second inactive positions 
placing the magnet in a position effectively removed 
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from the switch contacts where the magnet permits 
the contacts to be actuated to open circuit relation 
ship, said ?rst and second inactive positions being 
on opposite sides of said biasing position; 

a keyed carrier for each of said magnets each carrier 
carrying its associated magnet between the ?rst in 
active position, the biasing position and the second 
inactive position; 

a keyway for each of said carriers receiving and guid 
ing the movement of each carrier along its associated 
switch between the ?rst inactive position, the biasing 
position and the second inactive position, each of 
said keyways de?ned by said supporting structure 
and having a ?rst stop to receive and preset the 
associated carrier in the ?rst inactive position and 
a second stop to receive and preset the associated 
carrier in the biasing position; whereby the contact 
relationship of each magnet may be preset in the 
closed or open relationship independently of the 
preset contact relationship of the other switches; 
and 

an operator mechanism engaging said carriers, said 
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operator having movement parallel of said switches 
and moving said carriers ‘from the preset position to 
another of said positions; whereby the operator mech 
anism upon receiving an external signal moves the 
keyed carriers within the keyways such that the 
carriers preset in the ?rst inactive position assume 
the biasing position and the carriers preset in the 
biasing position assume the second inactive posi 
tion. 

. In the electrical control station of claim 6 
helical biasing return spring circumjacent each of 
said switches, each of said springs engaging the car 
rier associated with the switch and mechanically 
biasing the carrier towards its preset position. 
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